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In October 2017, I was given the opportunity to attend 
the IBA Conference in Sydney, Australia. The conference 

spanned one week with more than 200 sessions dealing with 
a variety of topics. These sessions provided me with excellent 
networking and learning opportunities, as well as a chance to 
actively participate in discussions around the development of 
international legal practice.

The working sessions included discussions on gender 
inequality, race and refugee issues in Australia, the politics of 
judicial appointments, whether bills of rights are effective, 
competition issues in trade agreements, international dispute 
resolution, independence of the legal profession, ways of 
procuring more work, presentation skills, independent 
judgment and professional ethics. 

The most insightful sessions for me were those that 
highlighted the continuing gender imbalance in the legal 
profession and society.

In Australia, while 60% of law graduates are women, 
many leave the profession after five to seven years of practice. 
Women make up approximately a quarter of equity partners 
in large firms and only 10% of the total number of QC’s in 
Australia are women.

Eminent women, who have broken through the glass 
ceiling, shared their insights and personal experiences. Fiona 
McLeod, Senior Counsel and President of the Law Council of 
Australia stated that:

Women coming out of university are topping the class, they 
are the best and brightest, then something happens and 
suddenly they are not valued in the same way. How can this 
be? You don’t leave university and then become less capable… 
We’re not consciously looking down for women to promote. 
Those unconscious biases are coming into play so, when we 
make an assessment about who’s worthy for the mega brief 
or the key client or front of house role, we think of the fellow 
who’s already clocked up the accomplishments that we rate as 
giving them more merit or making them more worthy…

Andrea Mason, Chief Executive Officer of the Ngaanyat-
jarra, Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara Women’s Council, 

supporting women and communities in the Central Desert 
Region of Australia stated that:

These are the questions of our generation and were the 
questions of the generation before us. So, clearly, it’s not 
working.

Hon Mary Gaudron QC, the first woman to serve as a Justice 
of the High Court of Australia stated that: 

Where women and men are of equal seniority and doing the 
same work, the female pay rate is 87 per cent of the male pay 
rate. It’s time we call it discrimination, pure and simple....

Dame Quentin Bryce, Australia’s 25th Governor General, and 
the first women appointed to that position stated that:

Why don’t we use the word ‘prejudice’? There are endless expla-
nations for unequal pay and blatant discrimination. All sorts of 
excuses are made. We just don’t call out what it is.

In South Africa, black women at the Bar face both racial 
and gender discrimination. In his Annual Report 2017, the 
Chairman of the General Council of the Bar of South Africa 
highlighted that: 

As at 30 April 2017 the Port Elizabeth Bar had produced 17 white 
male Silks. It produced its first black male Silk in 2015. Still no 
women...The Cape Bar, one of the big four constituent Bars, has 
never in its history recommended a black African woman for 
Silk…Sure they will say the Cape Bar gets very few or no appli-
cations from Black African women for membership of that Bar, 
or that those who do join soon leave. The question is why is that 
the case? Why do black African women avoid the Cape Bar and 
those who dare join don’t stay the course?

The reality, as Andrea Mason pointed out, is that the preju-
dices faced by the generations before us continue to plague 
this  generation. Why has the Bar not meaningfully inter-
vened? I urge the Bar to step up, take responsibility. The 
continued existence of the Bar depends on its ability to effect 
meaningful and lasting racial and gender transformation. A


